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Lego star wars the force awakens walkthrough jakku

Areas linked to unlocking LEGO carbonite bricks Areas linked to unlocking golden LEGO bricks Areas where you start small side missions 1 – The brick is inside one of the wreckage. You can take it without problems. 2 - Destroy nearby objects to discover multi-conflict parts. Start by building a station and interact with it using BB-8. After that build a speaker and load it to wake up a sleeping animal. 3 – Use the terminal as one of the
stormtroopers (you can also use a dressing room nearby). Go unlock the camera with the brick. 4 - Use Force on an interactive object. 5 - Defeat 12 enemies and use the valve. 6 - Climb the balconies north of the collectible. Once you are close to using secret grappling hooks at two anchor points and then use a heavy blaster on the golden wall. Finish by choosing Finn and entering the hideout with the deadly gas. 7 – Climb the
balconies south of the collectible and then interact with the climbing wall. Use the lightsaber to cut a wall and switch to a character with a gas mask. 8 – The brick is near the roof of the wreck. Destroy nearby objects and build the handles to complete the climb. 9 – Use the grappling hook to reach the edge with the brick. After that use force to open the container. 10 - Switch to Admiral Ackbar and jump into the water pool. 1 - Use the
Force to destroy the tower with the brick on top of it. 2 – Use a hook to reach one of the engines of the wreck. 3 - Build a ladder and reach a high platform with the brick. 4 – Jump on the poles to reach the wreck. Find a cracked wall and destroy it. 5 - Take the top anchor point. 6 - Use the Force to build a ladder. After use, switch to Admiral Ackbar and jump into the water pool. 7 – Throw a thermal detonator at a silver object. 8 – Use
force in a vehicle trapped in the sand. 9 – The brick is levitating above the ground. Get into a vehicle and use a nearby ramp to pick it up during the flight. 10 - Use the Quadnoculars to discover the entrance to the building. Cut it using a lightsaber. Inside the building interact with the Terminal of the First Order and match the appearance of the stormtrooper. 11 – Use the Force to build a large tower. 12 - Destroy nearby objects. Start by
building a soquee for BB-8. Load it and build a trampoline. Inside the building you must defeat 15 creatures to receive the brick. 13 - Locate two objects on the wall of the building that you can interact with using the Force. Discover the sockets and load them to activate neon. Now you just have to wait for the airdrop. 1 - Race - You need one of the vehicles to start the race. 2 - Race - You need one of the vehicles to start the race. 3 -
Race - You need one of the vehicles to start the race. 4 - General Mission - You must complete an aerial race above the surface of the planet Takodana. Fly by the checkpoints. 5 - Butcher's Catifier Mission – You can, for example, choose Rey in a treasure suit Athgar Heece for this mission. Start visiting green areas on the map to find the goodies. 6 - General Mission - Win a blaster battle and then sit inside the AT-ST. Deliver this
machine to the marked location. 7 – Bounty Hunter Mission - You must be playing as a bounty hunter (like Boba Fett or Grummgar). Defeat 20 pirates and then Grummgar (he's a little stronger). 8 – Mission first order - You must be playing as your member (as a stormtrooper or Kylo Ren). Take down 15 smaller flying machines and then 5 larger ones. 9 – Mission first order - You must be playing as your member (as a stormtrooper or
Kylo Ren). You must scan three objects in the green areas of the map. In all these cases, use the Quadnoculars. 10 - Translation Mission - You must be playing as C-3PO. Follow the stallions to the area with the solar panels. Build a nest with BB-8 and rotate the panels. After that, use the multiconflictbricks to build an outlet and provide power to the ice cream machine. 11 - General Mission - Build one of the sprinters and complete a
race. 12 – Catador Mission - You can, for example, choose Rey in a butcher suit or Athgar Heece for this mission. Follow the stallions to where you should find the card. One of the enemies is carrying. 13 - General Mission - Complete a race by the enemy star destroyer, then destroy 10 TIE fighters. 14 - Race - Climb the balconies south of the collectible and then interact with the climbing wall. After you start the race continue running
towards the checkpoints and climb where it is needed. 15 – Mission first order - You must be playing as your member (as a stormtrooper or Kylo Ren). You must repair three communication llins (green areas on the map). Defeat a group of enemies next to each relay, then build a station for BB-8. 16 - General mission - Jump on the poles to reach the wreckage. Follow the stallions to where the mission takes place and defeat 15
enemies. 17 - General mission - This is the first mission of the sports festival. Choose bb-8 and use it to complete the course (you won't have to be too precise near the poles). 18 – Resistance Mission - You must be playing as your member (as Han Solo). The mission is to take down 15 light fighters and 10 heavy fighters near a destroyer. 19 - General Mission - Build a podracer and complete the race. Do not drive too fast, because
you must do a lot of tight maneuvers. 20 - Translation Mission - You must be playing as C-3PO. Reach the wreckage of The X-Ray and destroy nearby objects to discover pieces. 21 - Race - You need one of the vehicles to start the race. 22 - General mission - This is the second mission of the sports festival. Choose Rey or another agile character and complete the course. 23 – Catador Mission – You can, for example, choose Rey in
a butcher suit or Athgar Heece for this Use the flamethrower to rescue the seeker. Follow the stallions to the mission area, get rid of the birds and collect all the necessary parts. 24 – – Mission - You can, for example, choose Rey in a butcher suit or Athgar Heece for this mission. Follow the stallions to the mission area and build a nest for bb-8. Use it to rotate the crane and make it drop its load. 25 - General Mission - Go south and
build a large object. Now you must start attacking small creatures that come out of the ground. Defeat 10 of them. 26 - General Mission - Jump on the bloggin creature and use it to finish the race. 27 – Resistance Mission - You must be playing as your member (as Han Solo). Reach the area with the ice cream loading and defeat 20 stormtroopers. 28 - Race - You need one of the vehicles to start the race. 29 - General mission - This is
the third mission of the sports festival. Complete a race using a vehicle of your choice. 30 - General mission - This is the fourth mission of the sports festival. You must participate in a blaster battle and hit 10 targets in less than 1 minute. 31 - General mission - This is the fifth final mission of the sports festival. Choose an armored vehicle (like an X-Wing), because this mission is to destroy 8 other machines. Page 2 Download PDF
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